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A NOTE ABOUT 

CLASSROOM CONNECTIONS

Throughout this introduction, you’ll be asked 

to think about your own reading preferences 

and styles. These activities are marked by a 

Classroom Connection icon (as seen at right). 

Whenever one of these icons appears, it means 

that a similar 

and more student-friendly version of the activity 

is available in the Classroom Connections section, which 

begins on page 23. These Classroom Connections are 

also available in digital format on go.hbe.com.au.
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INTRODUCTION TO READING STYLES
(Plus a Few Activities)

How would you characterise yourself as a reader? Do you have any reading 

rituals? Can you read anywhere, or do you have a special place or a special 

chair or a special desk just for reading? Does the time of day matter to you? 

Do you fi nd that you read better in the morning, the afternoon or the evening? 

Perhaps you’re a night owl and look forward to the pleasure of reading while 

the possums and bats are prowling but the rest of the world has gone to 

sleep. What about background noise? Are you able to fi lter out the noise 

while reading, or do you require absolute silence?

Use the space below to list any reading rituals you have. 

ACTIVITY

My Reading Rituals…
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Here’s another way to think about who you are as a reader. Imagine you’re 

stepping into a brand new bookstore across town. As you enter, you’re hit by 

an exhilarating blend of scents – the paper-and-ink of books, the oak from 

the shelves and display tables, swirls of coffee and cinnamon from the café 

in the corner. As your mind stirs to life, you think to yourself, If thought had 

a smell, this would be it. In front of you are 6000 square metres of pure joy – 

the wide world of novels, biographies, cookbooks, travel guides, poetry, self-

help, history, romance, science fi ction, children’s literature, drama, humour, 

sports writing, the list goes on and on. How do you get around this place? 

Where’s the directory? That’s when you look up and see the largest and most 

unusual bookstore directory you’ve ever seen.

Figure 1: Bookstore Directory

Welcome to the
Wonderful World of Reading

Books Containing  
Practical Information

•  How-To and Do-It-Yourself Books

• Reference Texts

• Information Manuals

Books That Make 
You Think

• Philosophy, Theory and Criticism

• Mysteries and Detective Stories

• Science and Technology

Books About People
•  Memoirs, Biographies  and 

Autobiographies

•  Self-Improvement and Inspiration

• Relationships and Romance

Books That Stir 
the Imagination

• Fantasy and Science Fiction

• Classical Literature and Poetry

• Art and Design

“Get the knowledge 
you  need – instantly!”

“Get the wheels in your 
mind turning!”

“Celebrate  the 
  human spirit!”

“Spark your creativity!”
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The truth is, no matter how you look at it, reading is a deeply personal act. 

What’s troubling is that many reading programs being implemented in schools 

across the country fail to take the personal aspects of reading into account. 

“Here’s a list of skills that all readers need,” they tell us. It’s not that they’re 

wrong. After all, we know that students who know how to fi nd main ideas, 

summarise, create mental images, manage new vocabulary words, make 

inferences and monitor their own comprehension will read with far greater 

profi ciency than students who lack these skills. Rather, the problem lies in the 

narrow scope of these reading programs: by focusing almost completely on 

skills, they tend to neglect the fact that all readers have interests, ideas and 

ways of thinking that they bring to the reading experience.

In this book, you will explore a simple framework that will allow you to 

differentiate and personalise reading instruction while you work to build 

the critical literacy and thinking skills emphasised in the new U.S. Common 

Core State Standards. These standards can be used as a guide for your 

country’s relevant standards.

This framework:

•  Will help you respond to the challenge of addressing the Common 

Core State Standards with engaging activities that students enjoy.

•  Accommodates the needs and talents of all readers, not just your 

best readers.

• Challenges all students to grow as readers and thinkers. 

•  Is based on more than 35 years of research and practice in 

thousands of schools across the U.S.

•  Combines the insights of the two most powerful models for 

understanding cognitive differences – learning styles and multiple 

intelligences.   

•  Will bring balance to any reading program by reinforcing the idea 

that reading is more than just a list of skills to be mastered.

But before you dive headlong into the application of this framework in the 

classroom, we need to take a little detour. When we fi nish this detour, you will 

know (almost) everything you need to know about this framework, including 

how it works and why it matters. The purpose of this detour is to introduce 

you to the central concept of this book: reading styles.
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Take a look at your rankings. Are your rankings scattered, or can you fi nd 

a pattern? For example, does one box have two or three low numbers in it 

while another box has two or three high numbers in it? If so, this may be an 

initial indication of your dominant reading style.

Where Do Reading Styles Come From?
The idea behind reading styles can be traced all the way back to one of 

the founders of modern psychology, Carl Jung. Jung (1923) discovered 

that the way we acquire new information and evaluate the importance of 

that information has a huge impact on who we are and the personality we 

develop. Later, Isabel Myers and Katharine Briggs (Myers, 1962; Myers, et al., 

1998) expanded on Jung’s work to develop a comprehensive framework for 

understanding human differences. The result of Myers and Briggs’ work is the 

world-famous Myers-Briggs Type Indicator, which some two million people 

take every year to help them realise their potential and grow as learners, 

workers and citizens. More recently, educational researchers – including 

Bernice McCarthy (1982), Carolyn Mamchur (1996), Edward Pajak (2003), 

Harvey Silver and Richard Strong (2004), Gayle Gregory (2005), Jane Kise 

(2007), and Diane Payne and Sondra VanSant (2009) – have explored the 

implications of these ideas and applied them specifi cally to education. In 

synthesising this work with our 35 years of experience in helping schools 

develop all students’ literacy skills, we have been able to identify four distinct 

styles of readers, which are outlined on the following page (see Figure 2).

It is important to note that whenever we talk about reading styles, we are 

talking about a framework, a way of making distinct reading tendencies 

noticeable. We are never talking about pigeonholes. No reader is a perfect 

Mastery reader or Interpersonal reader, or any other style for that matter. We 

all rely on all four styles to address the challenges posed by different texts. 

But it is equally true that most readers develop familiarity and strength in one 

or two styles and tend to be weaker in one or two other styles.

For example, Figures 3 and 4 (pp. 10–11) show two different students’ 

responses to the “Who Am I as a Reader?” student survey, which is included 

in this book. Take a look at both students’ responses. Which styles do you 

think are prominent in each student’s work?©
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Figure 2: Four Styles of Readers

Mastery Readers…

•  Read because they want to learn 

practical information.

•  Like texts that are clear, to the point 

and have useful applications.

•  Like reading questions that ask 

them to recall information.

•  Experience diffi culty when texts 

become too poetic or fantasy-

oriented.

Interpersonal Readers…

•  Read because they want to 

understand themselves and 

other people.

•  Like texts that focus on feelings, 

relationships and human stories.

•  Like reading questions that ask 

them how they feel or what they 

would do in a given situation.

•  Experience diffi culty when 

texts become too abstract or 

complicated.

Understanding Readers…

•  Read because they want to be 

challenged to think.

•  Like texts that contain provocative 

ideas and controversial issues.

•  Like reading questions that ask 

them to explain, prove or take a 

position.

•  Experience diffi culty when texts 

focus heavily on feelings. 

Self-Expressive Readers…

•  Read because they want to use 

their imagination.

•  Like texts that are poetic, fantasy-

oriented and stylistically creative.

•  Like reading questions that ask 

them to speculate, imagine and 

ask “What if?”

•  Experience diffi culty when texts 

are loaded with details.

Source: Adapted from Reading for Academic Success, Grades 2-6: Differentiated Strategies 
for Struggling, Average, and Advanced Readers (p. 214), by R. W. Strong, H. F. Silver, and 
M. J. Perini, 2008, Melbourne, Vic: Hawker Brownlow Education. © 2008 Hawker Brownlow 
Education. Used with permission.
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